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[(essay date 1990) In the following essay, Wangerin presents a personal reading of some of Andersen's best 
known fairy tales, utilizing his own memories and reminiscence to emphasize Andersen's recurring themes of 
redemption, forgiveness, and hope.]

When I was a child, I spake as a child, I understood as a child. When I became a man I put away childish things, 
but the man I became was shaped in childhood, and that shape remains forever.

Fairy tales shaped me. I have since "put them away." That is, the adult is a mostly rational creature, aware that 
fairy tales are not "real" but are a fantasy, an entertaining escape from the problems of the real world. As a man, I 
make such tales an object of my attention and maintain an analytical control over them: I read them. I interpret 
them; they don't interpret me. I master the tales, placing them within my memory and my experience exactly where 
I wish them to be. Fairy tales dwell within the adult.

But as a child all full of wonder I approached the fairy tale as something real indeed. Children meet the problems of 
the world with their imaginations, and the fairy tale honors and feeds and abets the imagination. I accepted its 
invitation to enter in, and dwelt within the tale. As a child I never analyzed the tale I read; I felt it; I sank inside of it; I 
lived its experience through to the happy conclusion, thereby enacting the solutions of imagination.

The fairy tale was like a well-built house which I inhabited safe and strong and significant. The problems outside 
didn't vanish when I entered that house, but its walls protected me from immediate danger. More wonderfully, when 
I viewed those "real world" problems through the windows of the fairy tale, they shrank to proportions equal to my 
child's size and I discovered marvelous ways to triumph over them. I, by the art of the tale and by the power of my 
magic imagination, became a citizen and a survivor in an otherwise confusing universe--and sometimes, even, a 
hero.

Once upon a time my mother was the problem. She, the largest figure of the real world, was beautiful beyond my 
deserving, and I loved her. I, the oldest child of all her brood, would truly have died for her, could it assure her 
happiness. But things were not so simple in those days, and I despaired of solving the problem of my mother, until 
a tale revised my comprehension of the world and whispered to me the secret of mothers in general.

In the dark of the evening my mother would come to tuck me into bed. When she sat on the side of the bed, her 
weight would sink the mattress and roll me close to her. I felt the warmth of her body. I felt the coolness of her hand 
upon my forehead. I smelled the holy cloud of perfume that surrounded her. I heard her low voice, thick with the 
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thrill of loving me, and I would nearly weep with the sweetness of the occasion. How often she murmured good 
night to me in those days; yet always the word was new and exquisite, because this was my beloved.

We prayed together. She wore a deep red lipstick. When we finished praying, she would bend down to me and kiss 
my cheek, leaving the sign of her lips in red. And then she might go out for the evening, but I could get up and run 
to the mirror and gaze at her love for me and carry the knowledge back to bed and fall asleep contented. Her 
lipstick smelled of roses.

In the morning I woke and went downstairs and sought my beloved again. How many mornings I did so, forgetting 
the problem which every morning I encountered!

She was in the kitchen, standing at the counter stuffing lunch bags. Her bathrobe was snagged and ratty; her hair 
was wild; but again and again I neglected these signs and swam in the love of the night before.

"Mom," I would say, expecting the beauty to turn and smile on me.

No answer.

"Mom? Mom?" I would repeat, prepared to say, I love you. How did you sleep? But when I touched her to get her 
attention, it was a different woman altogether who rounded upon me.

"Wally!" she yelled. "Where have you been? You're late!" Lashless eyes, a forehead white with anger, a mouth 
made stiff, an odor of soiled sheets. "Move it!" this woman would cry. "Where's your shirt? If you're not ready when 
I leave, you're walking to school. Go!"

If I stood in stunned wonder, this woman would grow more furious, grab my shoulder, snap me around, and push 
me from her.

Often I moved to my room in confusion and dressed myself slowly, injured by the injustice of it all. I could not 
fathom the transformation. Who was my mother now? What had happened during the night? Most important: what 
had I done to cause the change and to enrage her?

She meant her threat about walking. I sat with my socks in my hand, all lonely in the universe, until the car roared 
and beeped outside, and she and the other children drove away--and then my first feeling was panic, and the 
second was a bewildered guilt. I walked to school alone. I arrived there both solemn and silent, wounded by the 
real world, helpless to understand the problem that was my mother, let alone to solve it.

And as long as my mother was unsolvable, so was the whole world an impossibly complex and dangerous place. I 
didn't talk to my teacher. I withheld myself from the treacheries of friendship. I listened to everyone but spoke to no 
one.

One day the teacher read aloud a fairy tale whose fiction I entered, whose events I believed and experienced, 
whose view of the world resolved my own most troubled world--and (as a child, by the marvel of imagination) at last 
I understood my mother. I could love her again unhindered.

"Snow White" was the tale. It began with an image of simplicity and beauty, one perfectly congenial to my 
experience: a childless Queen sat and sewed at her castle window. It was snowing. The snow had drifted on the 
window sill, and the window itself was open to the evening air.

The poor Queen pricked her finger with the needle. Three drops of blood fell onto the snow. The loveliness of those 
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drops, crimson in the white snow, moved the Queen to tears and to a prayer. "Oh, let me have a child," she prayed, 
"with lips as red as blood and cheeks as white as snow." It was absolutely certain that this Queen was godly and 
good, that she would love forever the child of her yearning and of her blood.

I recognized that Queen and gave her my immediate devotion. I knew, in fact, that if she breathed on me, her 
breath would be scented with roses. And when next she bore a baby, I was not surprised. I recognized that baby 
too.

But then the poor Queen died, and the tale struck out in strange directions. The King remarried, and a second 
mother appeared, as beautiful as the first, perhaps, but wicked and so self-absorbed that she talked to her face in 
the mirror. It was sad that the first mother died, but somehow not astonishing. What did astonish and horrify me 
was that the face in the mirror spoke back to the stepmother. Here was a woman divided into two parts. One part 
asked and the other part answered, each one independent of the other. This seemed unnatural, and it frightened 
me.

For a while the two parts were in harmony. "Mirror, mirror, on the wall," said the stepmother, "who is the fairest of 
them all?"

"You are," said her image, and she was happy.

But in time the baby developed, grew lovely, grew so beautiful, in fact, that she surpassed the beauty of the 
stepmother; and then the two parts of this woman were divided, for the child had come between.

"Who is the fairest of them all?"

"Well," the face in the mirror replied, "Snow White is." Snow White: the child of that other mother, the Queen, the 
good and godly one!

Oh, how the stepmother howled at that knowledge, torn asunder by the innocent sweetness of a child. A forehead 
white with anger, a mouth made stiff--I recognized that woman too. I had met her often in the mornings, in the 
kitchen; and now I understood (as a child understands these things) her changes and her rages.

This is the explanation which imagination could accept: that I had not one but two mothers, an original and a 
stepmother, a Mother of the Evening who disappeared not once but ever and again, and a Mother of the Morning 
who possessed a different nature indeed. What a relief this insight was for me! No longer was my mother's 
transformation my fault. It was a simple, sad fact of existence--but a reversible fact, since the good and godly 
mother could spring new every evening, just as I could reread Snow White whenever I wished.

Moreover, even when the loving mother was absent, she still continued to exist--in me! My being was the issue of 
her prayer, her yearning, her bright red blood, and all her purity. I was the abiding beauty of that mother, which was 
precisely why the stepmother couldn't stand me. Should I think evil of myself? No. As the graceful offspring of my 
better mother, my very existence reminded my stepmother of worth and the virtue that she lacked. Not some 
shame in me, but rather my very innocence enraged the stepmother. I could endure her without guilt, for her anger 
now became understandable to me. I, the Snow White of the story, had destroyed her self-absorption.

Thus did I peer at the "real world" through the windows of a fairy tale, and thus did I find a certain fantastic sense in 
all of it, and the sense preserved me. Truly, this explanation of the double mothers is more subtle than I thought it 
through in childhood. I merely lived it. And I knew on some functional level that Snow White was "just" a fairy tale, 
that I was engaged in serious pretense. But the comfort it afforded me was actual: I loved better, walked freer, was 
a better, healthier child on account of it.
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The child psychologist Bruno Bettelheim in The Uses of Enchantment has affirmed my private use of the fairy tale 
as something common to many children. He writes that the structure of the tale (which is narrative and dramatic, 
not analytic and intellectual) orders and organizes the overwhelming chaos which children experience. Children are 
influenced by the tale not because it rationally argues certain principles (scientific, moral, or spiritual), but rather 
because they identify with its characters and actually experience the events of the story, which mimic in 
imagination the difficult events of their own lives, but which also proceed to solutions that they on their own might 
never find.

If, therefore, I speak of the effect Hans Christian Andersen had upon my childhood, please understand that I am 
not slipping into a personal and irrelevant nostalgia. I'm describing deep influences upon my adulthood, the man 
and the writer and the Christian under heaven. For the story that shapes a child's universe also shapes the child--
and by the child, the man thereafter. The memory of a burning fairy tale can govern behavior as truly as 
remembered fire will caution against fire forever.

This is how the tales of Hans Christian Andersen so mightily influenced me. They were my world for a while. They 
named and shaped the universe in which I dwelt, and something of that shape has remained forever: not the 
fantasy, but the faith that created the fantasy continues even now to explain existence. By his fairy tales Hans 
Andersen welcomed me to his bosom, and I delivered myself for safekeeping unto him. Those things which were 
horrible and senseless in my external world were, in Andersen's world, horrible still; but his stories gave them a 
sense (often a spiritual sense) which I could grasp, by which the horror might be mastered, if not by me then by 
someone, by goodness, by God.

***

When my father bought a thick, pictureless book containing all the tales of Hans Christian Andersen and began to 
read them to his children, he did me a kindness more profound than mere entertainment. He began to weave a 
world which genuinely acknowledged all the monsters in mine, as well as all the ridiculous situations and silly 
asides which I as a child found significant. Andersen was my whispering, laughing, wise companion when I most 
needed companionship.

Night after night my father would read a story in an articulate, baritone voice. Gently the voice invited me. Slowly I 
accepted the invitation and delivered myself to a wonderful world, and I looked around, and lo, it was confident with 
solutions, and I was a citizen of some authority and reputation. I was no longer alone, no longer helpless. Even my 
foolishness seemed canny here. I could, with the soldier and his tinderbox, marry the princess, become a king--or, 
with the Little Match Girl, enter heaven.

Hans Andersen's stories, though simple on the surface, contain a precise and tender perception of personal 
development. They are honest about the hard encounter with the "real world"--honest about evil and the tendency 
to evil in each of us. Andersen did not coddle me, the "me" who was revealed within his fairy tales. He didn't 
sweeten the bitter facts which I already knew regarding myself. But he offered me hope, for in his tales even when 
evil has been chosen, forgiveness may follow--therein lies extraordinary hope.

Never, never does Andersen compromise the truth of human experience for childish ears. He may tell it in 
outrageously fantastical terms. He may make trees to talk and darning needles to take trips, but they talk the truth, 
and their trips are desperately familiar to children traveling toward adulthood. In his tales, love and loneliness are 
equally genuine. For me his stories offered sanctuary, a sacred place to dwell in for a while, almost a temple of the 
observant and merciful God.

Bruno Bettelheim observes that,

The child is subject to desperate feelings of loneliness and isolation, and he often experiences mortal 
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anxiety. More often than not, he is unable to express those feelings in words, or he can do so only by 
indirection: fear of the dark or of some animal, anxiety about his body. Parents tend to overlook ... 
those spoken fears. ... The fairy tale, by contrast, takes these existential anxieties and dilemmas very 
seriously and addresses itself directly to them: the need to be loved and the fear that one is thought 
worthless; the love of life, and the fear of death. Further, the fairy tale offers solutions in ways that the 
child can grasp on his level of understanding.(Enchantment [The Uses of Enchantment], p. 10)

Even so did Andersen's tales express what otherwise was mute within me. If I found my feelings in his stories, then 
I was neither crazy nor alone. Someone shared my woe; someone invited me to chuckle at it. Andersen gave me a 
frame for things intangible, bewildering, elemental, and urgent. Without apology he structured his world with things 
of spiritual value: the eternal consequences of actions good or evil, the judging and the benevolent presence of 
God, the effective reality of repentance, the marvelous power of divine forgiveness. These things surrounded me 
when I dwelt with him.

***

So, then, this is the way it is: Dad sits in a chair beside my bed, one lamp low at his shoulder, his pipe clamped 
between his teeth. Mostly the room, an attic with slanted ceilings, is in darkness. The wind will whistle in the eaves 
before my father is finished reading tonight. We live in the north and the weather is winter. All that is to the good, 
because I will ride that black night wind.

"Ready?" Dad asks.

I nod. I curl tight beneath the covers.

"Once upon a time," Dad reads, "there lived in a village two men who had the same name; they were both called 
Claus. ..."

"Little Claus and Big Claus": this is the first of all the tales my father chooses to read to us. It's an astonishing 
beginning. There is violence here: horse-killings, grandmother-killings, old men sent to heaven, and a great rich 
fool apparently drowned. But the violence accords with nightmares of my own. And fantasies that I remember, 
otherwise secret and frightening, are here taken for granted. The spurts of childish rage which would blot out my 
enemies, but which I fear I can't control, appear here in the very order of things.

And the violence is funny! I listen and laugh till the tears run down my cheeks and my father laughs too. What is 
happening? Violence is being reduced to something manageable; and because I am the one laughing at it, 
scorning it, recognizing the blustering silliness of it, then I am larger than it, capable of triumphing over it. This story 
does not deny the monster in me or the cruelties of the general society. Rather, it empowers me.

As Dad reads my story, I identify with Little Claus. In contrast to the big and brutal Big Claus, I am poor and weak 
(though cleverer by half), hobbled by kindness while he is strong in amorality. In the beginning I have one horse 
and he has four. All week long he plows with all five, but on Sundays the team is mine. And because I am not 
sinless either, vanity makes me cry out: "Giddy-up, all my horses!"

This infuriates Big Claus. "Four of those horses are mine," he yells. "If you say that again, I'll knock your horse in 
the head, and then you will have none."

But I am not sinless. (This is a troubling and actual fact, both in my life and in this story--which makes, of course, 
the story true.) In spite of his threat, the passing of churchgoers stirs my vanity again, and I cry: "Giddy-up, all my 
horses!"
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So Big Claus comes and knocks my only horse dead.

Big Claus is an overtly violent man--as I, Wally, am too, in my secret soul. Although I may not like it, I find myself 
identifying with the brutal big man as much as with the clever little man. Dad is reading my own story in two ways, 
through two separate characters. But here is the magic of Andersen: his story divides the two tendencies within 
me, so that the one might be exorcised without destroying the whole of me.

Bettelheim again:

In practically every fairy tale good and evil are given body in the form of some figures and their 
actions, as good and evil are omnipresent in life and the propensities for both are present in every 
man. It is this duality which poses the moral problem, and requires the struggle to solve it. 
...Presenting the polarities of character permits the child to comprehend easily the differences 
between the two, which he could not do as readily were the figures drawn more true to life. ... 
Furthermore, a child's choices are based, not so much on right versus wrong, as on who arouses his 
sympathy and who his antipathy. The more simple and straightforward a good character, the easier it 
is for a child to identify with it and to reject the bad other.(pp. 8-10)

I like Little Claus. I want to be--I am--him. I dislike Big Claus. I sever myself from--and I am not--him, even though 
he represents a real iniquity in me. But within the story, by laughter and luck and cleverness (but call luck "grace"), 
I amputate this evil which I don't want to be.

And here is how I do it. I tan the hide of my murdered horse. I take it to market to sell it. On the way I have the 
"luck" to witness a farmer's wife involved in an impropriety with a Deacon while her husband is absent: she's 
feeding the Deacon a fine dinner in her kitchen.

Just before the farmer returns, she hides the dinner in the oven and the Deacon in an empty chest. I see all this, 
and then the good farmer invites me inside for food.

"I'm sorry, dear, we have no food," says the farmer's wife.

But I, who am cleverer by half than Deacons and wives and Big Claus too, step on the hide of my murdered horse. 
I make it squeak and interpret the squeaks as a prophecy that there is dinner ready-made in the oven. There is, 
and the farmer is amazed by my wonderful horse-hide. Moreover, I step on it again, and it squeaks again, declaring 
that there's a devil-Deacon in that chest. There is! So the farmer buys my horse's hide for a whole bushel of money 
and sends the Deacon-in-a-chest away with me. I'm so clever that I cannot quit this cleverness: when I come to a 
river, I pretend out loud that I'm going to toss the chest in. The Deacon roars and pleads and bargains, until I sell 
him his freedom for another bushel of money. I am rich.

And what do I do to the brutal Big Claus? Why, I use his stupidity and his greed against him. I borrow his 
measuring pail to measure all my money, then return it to him with a few coins stuck to the bottom.

"Where did you get all that money from?" cries Big Claus, his eyes popping out.

"Oh, that was for my horse hide. I sold it last night."

Immediately Big Claus hurries home and takes an ax and knocks all four of his horses in their heads. He skins 
them and runs to market to humiliate himself. Who would buy horse-hides for bushels of money?

And so my story goes: I trick Big Claus into knocking his poor grandmother in the head. Ah, me, but the man is 
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dumb! And his nature is violent altogether! Finally, I trick Big Claus into jumping into the river himself in search of a 
herd of cattle at the bottom, and so I am rid of dumbness, greed, and brutality all at once.

Dad closes the book. He turns out the light and leaves. But I am flying the night wind, living still in a good, good 
story--"good" in that evil is overcome and suffers its due, in that the Old Adam need not forever be my master. I 
may be forgiven--and free. But I discover the truth in experience, laughing till the tears run down my cheeks, not in 
remote and intellectual lessons which my poor brain can scarcely translate into "real life."

Hans Andersen has persuaded me of optimism, a tough and abiding optimism, not the pollyanna sugar which 
merely sweetens the facts of evil and suffering, danger, and death. I would soon reject such optimism as 
fraudulent--even as a child I would. It would leave no print upon my personality. But Andersen's optimism both 
sees and redeems the evil. We travel through it, not around it, and I am impressed forever.

Many who read my writings today are inclined to call me "melancholy." They are wrong. Andersen's fantasies 
schooled me, rather, in realism. I know no resurrection except that first there's been a death. And as a writer, I 
cannot speak genuinely or deeply of resurrection except I speak the same of death and the sin that engendered 
death. That I can speak accurately of death without despairing is hardly melancholic. It is liberty--and victory ("O 
Death, where is thy sting?"). It is the evidence of the fundamental influence which Hans Christian Andersen had 
upon a child who did not analyze but lived such stories as "Little Claus and Big Claus."

***

So night after night my father wreathes his head in pipe-smoke and reads to the whistle of the north wind, weaving 
for me experiences of genuine consolation. The number of these stories seems endless (in fact, there are 156), 
and that is important, for they seem to last a lifetime. As long as I need them, they are here, ever the same and 
ever new--exactly as are the daily encounters of my life.

I cannot run. I am short, hampered by big buttocks, hunched with a miserable miscoordination, generally inferior in 
the contests of children--as I say, unable to run. But in the track-meets of the fifth grade, they make me run the 
hundred-yard dash. It causes me a vomitus anxiety. I have nightmares of running under water. My dreams are not 
untrue, for when the starting gun goes off, I stumble and am the last to leave the line; slowly, slowly I suffer my way 
to the end of the race, and when I arrive people have departed to run in other races. I am humiliated. Ellery 
Yurchuck cries out, "He walks like a girl!" I do. I burn with shame. Mary Enderby slaps my cheek. Only when school 
is out and I am staring in the mirror of my bathroom do I realize that she had drawn lipstick lips on the palm of her 
hand, and that a mocking kiss has clung to my cheek the whole day through. And I cannot do what other children 
do so thoughtlessly. I cannot run.

But Dad, in the nighttime, reads of a duckling more ugly than others, and I curl tight under the covers and listen 
with unspeakable sympathy for that duck.

"I know, I know," I murmur.

Soon, I am one of the ducklings.

The ugliness alone--not wickedness, not cruelty, not any error on our part--brings shame upon us, the ugly duckling 
and me. Other ducklings are cute, in the image of our mother. But we were hatched from a larger, vagrant egg--an 
odd beginning, producing an odd shape. Therefore, we are pecked and pushed and scorned. Our wonderful 
mother defends us; but we only feel pity for her that she should so unjustly suffer for our own troubles, which are 
not hers, after all, since she is a beautiful duck. Merely that she loves us is cause for pain. Oh, it is so complicated 
to be ugly!
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She tries to comfort us by saying, "That is the way of the world," meaning that there shall be misery on earth. It 
doesn't comfort us.

For our own sakes she also says, "I wish you were far away"--from pain and teasing, she means. But we take her 
literally. We run away to other barnyards, never to see her again.

On our own we discover "the way of the world." It includes the death of the few who befriend us: hunters kill two 
kindly wild ganders. It includes a sneering judgment against all the things we cannot do: can't lay eggs like 
chickens, can't arch our backs like cats and make sparks. Do, do, do, cries society; but we can do nothing it likes 
and therefore are the uglier: can't by taking thought save ourselves or add one cubit to our height.

It is utterly natural that in the end we wish to die. Sorrow drives us to such extremities, even though we are but a 
child and a duckling.

In the dead of a dreary winter we notice three swans moving in absolute elegance, nobility, and beauty. Surely, 
they too will despise our ugliness, and their spite will be as intense as their distant beauty. Surely, then, they will kill 
us. In fact, we desire to die by beauty rather than by any other means. It seems right. We honor the beautiful. We 
think to ourselves, It is better to be killed by them than to be bitten by the other ducks.

But here appears the outrageous grace that we never anticipated: all along, while we were ugly indeed, another 
mercy was working within us, uncaused by us but given to us purely as a gift. What was this mercy? What sort of 
gift is given now to us? Why, it is we ourselves, transfigured!

"Kill me," whispered the poor creature, and bent his head humbly while he waited for his death. So goes the story, 
and thus do we deny ourselves, surrender ourselves completely. "Humbly ..." writes Andersen. "Humbly," my father 
reads, and I more than hear it; I experience it: I feel fully such humility in my heart. I am the one who cannot run. 
But what does such humility reveal to me?

In Andersen's words: "But what was that he saw in the water? It was his own reflection; and he was no longer an 
awkward, clumsy, gray bird, so ungainly and so ugly. He was a swan! It does not matter that one is born in the 
henyard as long as one has lain in a swan's egg." And Andersen goes on to name the goodness that has existed in 
all our sorrow, the duckling's and mine. Andersen names the grace upon grace that we have received, and the 
graciousness that we shall show hereafter (which neither the chickens nor Ellery Yurchuck may ever be able to 
understand or to show): "He was thankful that he had known so much want, and gone through so much suffering, 
for it made him appreciate his present happiness and loveliness of everything about him all the more. ... Everyone 
agreed that the new swan was the most beautiful of them all. The older swans bowed toward him."

But does sinful pride or vengeance then rear up in him, or in me? No, and that is much the point: for the suffering 
transfigures us even to the soul. Humility showed us our new selves; humility remains in our hearts to keep these 
selves both beautiful and virtuous: "He felt so shy that he hid his head beneath his wing. He was too happy, but not 
proud, for a kind heart can never be proud."

So then, there is hope--not only that there may emerge from my ugly self a beauty, but also that the suffering which 
my ugliness has caused is ultimately valuable, making my beautiful self also a good and sympathetic self. In the 
end I shall love the world the more; and even the people who once did me dishonor, I shall honor.

Can any child receive a better impress on his person, a subtler, more spiritual shape than this, that he be taught 
grace and to be gracious? And what is more fortified than the self-esteem that comes as a gift from God?

***
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Night after night my father reads the stories from a thick book with pastel-colored pages, pink and blue and yellow. 
The book goes soft with so much reading. Night after night I live the adventures that order my turbulent days and 
shape my waking self, my instincts, my faith, my adulthood to come. Optimism grows in me, and hope in the midst 
of suffering, and this third thing, too, perhaps the most difficult thing of all: forgiveness for my own most self-
centered and wretched sins. Not the doctrine of forgiveness. Not the concept. Forgiveness in fact, as a mold to my 
experience ever hereafter. Andersen's world is a dramatic enactment of theologies which the child simply cannot 
grasp in the abstract.

My father reads in a murmuring voice, so softly that the words resolve themselves into spaces and things around 
me. The north wind whistles at the eaves, an almost malevolent warning. This is a treacherous story. Everything is 
full of foreboding. The curtains stir at the attic window. Shadows twist in the corners. I would not listen if I did not 
trust the kinder heart of the story-teller. This story has a harmless title, but that's deceptive. The tale is frightening. 
It knows too well my secret faults and the evil imagination of the thoughts of my heart.

"This story," my father murmurs, the pipe gone dead beside him, "is called 'The Red Shoes.'"

A fatherless girl named Karen appears before me. She is not aware of me, but I am of her. I join her. We are one. 
And we are both very vain. We think that we are more than pretty: gorgeous. Our gorgeousness so consumes us 
that we grow hard to those around who love and serve us. On the other hand, we want everyone to notice how 
splendid we are; therefore, even at inappropriate times, we slip our little feet into a pair of patent leather shoes so 
red, so red, O Lord, that we shine!

This is how vain we are, and this is how the story begins: at the funeral of our mother we follow the coffin in red 
shoes. And we are noticed. A kindly old woman notices us. We think it's because of our red shoes and our 
gorgeousness, but it isn't. It is her love (of which we know nothing) that sees us; she is moved by the sight of a 
newly orphaned child. So by grace we are granted a second mother, for the old woman takes us in and raises us 
as her own.

Her eyes grow dim. Ours stay sharp for red adornments. When the time of our confirmation arrives, and when we 
must buy shoes for the holy occasion, the old woman thinks we've bought black, but it is red we carry home, and it 
is red we wear to church. Everyone notices our bright red feet. Even the paintings on the wall and the bishop who 
blesses us stare at our feet. We are so proud! Our mind is scarcely on the words of our "covenant with God to be a 
good Christian." We are thinking of red shoes.

The old woman learns from others the error of our ways. She scolds us and warns us how improper are red shoes 
in church. But on the very next Sunday, when we will attend Holy Communion, we can't help ourselves. The red 
shoes cry out to us, and we put them on.

Just before we enter church an ancient figure steps into our path and stops us. We might be frightened if we would 
heed him, but we don't. He speaks directly to the shoes. "What pretty dancing shoes!" he says. "Remember to stay 
on her feet for the dance," he says. But we can think of nothing except the shoes themselves. Even when the 
golden cup of communion is raised to our lips, we see nothing but the shoes, as though they were reflected in the 
wine.

And then it happens that the old woman, our second mother, grows sick as our first mother had. Once we were 
ignorant of the world, of the laws of God, and of our own wicked tendencies. But now we have been taught and 
scolded and warned. This time we ought to know better. Nevertheless, we do again exactly what we have done 
before.

On the very night when the doctors say that the old woman is dying, we contemplate the red shoes, the alluring red 
shoes, the bright red shoes so perfect for our gorgeousness. There is a dance tonight. Looking leads to touching, 
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and touching leads to donning; and as soon as the shoes are on our feet, we have to go. We leave the dying 
woman behind and steal away to dance. And we do dance. We laugh and whirl and dance the whole night through; 
for once we have begun, we cannot stop. It is the shoes that are dancing now. The red shoes! Dancing and 
dancing wherever they wish, taking us with them, down the stairs and out the door. And while they are dancing, the 
old woman dies. ...

I know this only too well.

For I have divided my mother into two; and I have dealt with her as though she were only a stepmother, nothing to 
me. Me! I was then the center and significance of all my life. My mother the dim-eyed old woman, my mother the 
stepmother, who unjustly (so it seemed to me) punished me for many things, could easily be dismissed, all her 
wishes, all her scoldings and her disciplines, all her self! I have run out to play when (if I had thought about it) I 
knew she didn't want me to go. I have stayed gone too long, causing her (if I had stopped to consider it) anguish at 
my absence. And when she confronted me with my fault, I have whistled. I have presented her with a blank face 
and have whistled stupid tunes to prove I wasn't listening. I have reduced her, once or twice, to tears at my cold 
impertinence. Oh, I have made my mother cry, and she has gone into her bedroom and shut the door and grieved 
in a deep frustration--and I knew I did that by my stubbornness. Then I was burned by guilt to hear her hurt. She 
was ill in her bedroom, dying. She said so: Dying. "I am sick to death of your disobedience," she said. O Mama! 
Never again! I have vowed this in my heart: Never again! But always my demons have been too powerful for me, 
and I have done it again in spite of every resolution. I am Karen, surrendering to sin until my sin has taken me over 
completely--and even when I want to stop, I cannot. Even when my heart desires goodness, it has it not. Dancing 
and dancing, our shoes have taken us into the street. Oh, wretched children that we are! Is there no help for us, 
who cannot help ourselves?

We dance toward the church. Maybe there is help for us in church. But at the door an angel appears dressed in 
white, holding a shining sword.

"You shall dance," he declares, "dance in your red shoes until you become pale and thin. When you pass a house 
where proud and vain children live, there you shall knock on the door so that they will see you and fear your fate. 
Dance, you shall dance. Dance!"

"Mercy!" scream Karen and I together. But we cannot hear what the angel answers, because the red shoes carry 
us away and away, always dancing.

Dance we must, and dance we do. The shoes have fastened to our feet like skin.

One morning in a lonely place we dance past a solitary cottage. The man who comes out when we cry is the 
Executioner. "I am the one," he says, "who cuts off the heads of evil men."

"No," we plead, "for then I should not be able to repent. But cut off our feet instead."

We confess our sins (isn't this enough?), and the Executioner cuts off our feet, and the red shoes go dancing away 
into the forest. For us the kindly Executioner carves wooden feet. He teaches us the psalm that penitent people 
sing. We kiss his hand and go.

Now have we suffered enough?

We go again to the church. Is this what it takes? That we are severed of our sin? Will ritual and formality receive us 
now? No, no, this isn't enough. For when we come to the door, the red shoes arrive ahead of us and dance and 
dance to block our way. In horror we flee. O God! The sins keep coming back! What can we do to be free?
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All week long we weep on account of our sins. We are so sorry. We do repent. And by week's end we think, I'm as 
good as any who sit and pray in church right now. This gives us courage, and we go a third time. But at the gate of 
the churchyard the red shoes meet us, dancing, dancing, dancing, and we flee.

So now we despair. Nothing we do can save us. Not true sorrow, which we have done. Not true goodness, which 
we have done. Do this, do that--we've done it all, and still the shoes, they mock us.

Therefore, let us live in misery till we die. We deserve no better.

We go to the minister's house and ask for work. In pity he takes us in, gives us his roof and food. The minister's 
wife, also in pity, gives us work, and we work very hard though hopelessly, for we know this changes nothing. 
Look: our feet are still wooden. In the evening the minister reads to his children from the Bible and we listen; but we 
make no great account of the listening, because we are wiser now and know this changes nothing.

On Sunday the minister's whole family goes to church. We are invited, too, but our eyes fill with tears. They go 
without us.

We take ourselves to a tiny room and there sit down to read a psalm-book. While we sit, the wind blows hither the 
music of the church organ. We hear it, and we weep. We lift our face and whisper simply: "O God, help me."

All at once the sunlight seems doubly bright in the room, and the angel of God is standing before us: in the tiny 
room of the minister's house, in the attic bedroom where my father is reading and the north wind whistles at the 
eaves. This is the very same angel who held a sword at the church's door--but now he holds a rose branch thick 
with flowers. He raises the branch and touches the ceiling above Karen and above my bed. The ceiling suddenly 
sails aloft, and where he touched it a golden star appears. He brushes the walls of my attic, and they widen. Lo, 
here is the church organ! All around me--even though this is my bedroom and my father is reading still--the 
congregation is sitting and holding their psalmbooks and singing. The church has come to us, to Karen and me! 
When the psalm is done, someone sees us and smiles and whispers, "It is good that you came, Karen." Good to 
see you, Wally.

And this is what Karen replies; so these are the words in my mouth, too, brilliant with significance: "This is the 
mercy of God."

Mercy! It never was what we might do that could save us. It never was our work, our penitence, our goodness that 
would forgive us and bring us back to God again. We can do nothing! It always was the pure love and mercy of 
God--God's doing, given us freely as a gift. When finally we quit trying, then God could take over. When we 
murmured in perfect helplessness the perfect truth of our relationship, "O God, help me," then God was no longer 
hindered by our spiritual pride. God was God, and not ourselves--and God was our God too.

Mercy. Mercy is the healing that had waited for us all along. Love. Pure, holy love, unpurchased, underserved.

When my father reads the final sentences of this story, I am crying. I am tingling. For I am not learning, but rather I 
am experiencing the highest truth of our faith. Not in doctrine, but in fact it is releasing me from the sins against my 
mother, even as it is imprinting me for adulthood, to show in what I speak, to shine through what I write forever.

But I don't know that yet. I'm just a child, reshaped and borne outside to ride the north wind warmly to a home I 
shall never, never forget:

"The great organ played," my father reads, his dear head bowed above a tattered book of stories, "and the voices 
of the children in the choir mingled sweetly with it. The clear, warm sunshine streamed through the window. The 
sunshine filled Karen's heart till it so swelled with peace and happiness that it broke. Her soul flew on a sunbeam 
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up to God; and up there no one asked her about the red shoes."

In the deeps of my bones I know and believe in forgiveness, for I have lived it. By Andersen's stories I was shaped 
in it--and the shape remains, forever.
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